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Category:2020 albums Category:The Weeknd albumsQ: How to filter an array that contains dates
and integers using angular I am pulling data from a MongoDB and displaying that data using
Angular. I am using ng-repeat to display that data. I have two array properties in the array that I am
pulling the data from. The first is an array of dates and the other is an array of integers. I am
displaying that data using ng-repeat. When I display it using ng-repeat it is displaying the array of
dates with the array of integers. I would like to use filters to filter the dates out but that doesn't
seem to be working. In the code snippet below I have tried using $filter and it's not working. My
array looks like this: [Object, Object]0:Date(1467229200000)1:10,8,0,0 This is how I am trying to
filter it out: {{dateArray | date: 'dd-MM-yyyy' | filter:'ng-model'}} A: If you want to filter items by
date then you must add date filter in ng-repeat expression as if you just want to display it then EDIT
HTML {{item}} Controller var app = angular.module('app', []); app.controller('appCtrl',
function($scope) { $scope.dateArray =
[{date:'15-Jan-2017'},{date:'16-Jan-2017'},{date:'17-Jan-2017'}]; }); CSS div { padding: 10px;
border: 1px solid black; } .dateFilter:focus { outline: 1px solid black; } Working JSFiddle Sophie
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